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Lewis Briggs, age 10  

A fantastic book full of informative, 

interesting facts, jokes and quizzes 

all about football but based around 

school topics. A book for football 

loving kids, and parents!   

This book is fantastic! It's all about lessons 

at school based on football. It's very 

informative and I learnt a lot about 

football facts that I never knew. I really 

enjoyed doing the quizzes and testing my 

family on some of the more difficult ones. 

Not only did I love it, but my dad did too! I 

will definitely recommend this book to 

friends and I now want to read other books 

by the authors. This is for all football 

lovers! 

Rob, age 7  

An incredibly informative book for football mad readers. 

My 7 year old son: ‘I liked the comic bits (strips) best. Also the quizzes. There is a 

lot of facts in this book.’ 

Parent: A brilliant book for football mad older primary school readers. At the 

moment, it is too wordy I think for my son. He was a bit overwhelmed by the 

sheer amount of information in it. Probably best to dip in and out of for a while. 

He found the biology section quite amusing,  being still a fan of toilet humour.  

 

 



 

Oliver Lonsdale, age 9  

Fab book, easy to read, lots of funny facts and info. Loved it. 

I loved this book. It works like a school timetable. So it's split up into lessons like 

Biology, English, Drama, History and Physics amongst others. There are 

quizzes and fun facts that all relate to football and for this reason it's easy to 

read. I think they should do others on different sports.  

 

Prisha Yadav, age 7  

An amazing and interesting book. 

The Book is interesting and is fun to read. It has amazing facts. I have learnt a 

lot of things from this book.  

 

Callum in Year 7 - Great Torrington School 

Good and fun! I felt this was aimed at younger children and had good games 

and puzzles. 

 

Oliver Corlett, age 9 

This book is written in chapters as though they are school lessons. At first, I was 

a little apprehensive, but when I discovered the first chapter was about poo and 

incidents involving famous football players and their toilet habits or accidents, I 

was laughing out loud.  

I love the way the book is humorous and I learned lots of new 

football facts to share with my friends. I also found the cartoons 

very appealing and made it even more fun. 

I would highly recommend this book to any football fan aged 8-12 as I think it is 

very interesting and funny.  

 

Josh Parcell, age 9 

‘Football School’ is a really good book based on every single lesson 

you would have at school but with a football theme!  I really enjoyed 

the mixture of football facts and the funny comic strips.  

 



 

The book includes a mini comic strip at the start of every new lesson, this is a 

non fiction and fiction book so is a really good mixture of different styles of 

writing. 

I would recommend the book to people who love their school and football!   

 

       


